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Turn Your Knowledge Into A Business That Gives You Freedom!



Hi, I'm Siddharth Rajsekar. I help experts, coaches & creators monetise their knowledge by building vibrant learning communities. Join the webinar that has already impacted 500,000+ experts. 5.0 ⭐️ rating.





Join Free Webinar!

















My Story...








When I was 8 years old, my grandpa told me "never let schooling interfere with your education". I did not understand what he meant until I failed my 12th. I'm a college dropout, musician turned digital geek. 
In the last few years, I have been able to build a multi-million dollar digital coaching business with over 20,000 members in my tribe, because I realised the power of following mentors who are implementors. 
I believe that the current education and employment system is broken, and the only way to fix this is by building a new breed of digital leaders.
My system has helped create over 180+ six-figure earners and more than 66+ Crorepatis in a knowledge business.





Read My Full Story






















"I have witnessed hundreds of trainers come and go but it's been an absolute treat to watch Siddharth incessantly grow, from scratch to now becoming one of the Pioneers in the digital coaching space in India."
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Suren Jayasekar



Founder - SuccessGyan









"Siddharth is a path breaker. He has pioneered the digital training & coaching industry in India. With an expansive vision, an unmatched work ethic, and a massive intent to just give more & more to people, he is one leader to watch out for and follow in today's digital age."
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Rajiv Talreja



Asia's Leading Business Coach









"Siddharth's ability to simplify concepts and digitally help people to achieve their goals is unparalleled. I have personally learnt a lot from him and I use his learnings to grow my business and my tribe daily."
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Puja Puneet



India's Leading Life Coach
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In 2018, I Founded The #1 Fastest Growing Community For Coaches, Teachers & Experts



With over 20,000+ members and growing, we are building a new leadership for the new world.











Become A Member

























7100+ Reviews!




With over 7100+ reviews and a 4.9 star rating on TrustPilot, Siddharth Rajsekar's "Freedom Business Model" system is revolutionising the training and coaching industry. 
Some the world's biggest influencers are adopting this proven system, due to its simplicity and power.
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You Can Coach International Bestseller



Ready to be a part of the solution to our broken education system? "You Can Coach" is the book for you. 
Written by Siddharth Rajsekar, this book shares the secrets to planning, launching, and growing one of the largest communities of coaches, trainers, and experts from scratch. Plus, with interviews from legendary coaches like Jack Canfield, Dr. John Demartini, and Blair Singer, you'll get a wealth of insights from the best in the business. 
Don't miss this opportunity to become a part of the new breed of teachers and mentors who are truly making a difference. Get your copy now!





Buy My Book
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"For coaches and trainers who are looking at leveling up digitally, Siddharth has laid out the precise roadmap for success.”
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Jack Canfield



International best-selling author of The Success Principles









"The nuts and bolts of creating and building the coaching business of your dreams - all in one book.”
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Dr. John Demartini



International best-selling author of The Breakthrough Experience









"This will give every trainer the fuel to accelerate their impact in the world. Sidz is a student of mine and I’m glad that he has simplified all his digital strategies in one book.”
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Blair Singer



International best-selling author of Team Code of Honour and Sales Dogs















I Created Top 10 Ultimate Guides To Help You Grow An Online Business!
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Top 10 Ultimate Guides To Become 
A Digital Leader






Download PDF Guides













































Let's Connect On...






YouTube









Podcast









Instagram












VIP Group









Telegram









Facebook Page
























📝  Signup Now To Get My AI Niche Tool + ChatGPT Launch Prompts For FREE! 🤖































Select time and date









YES! LET ME IN
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